Ben
Cochran
Summary

Skills

Minneapolis
918-306-0953
ben@bencochran.com

I am an iOS and web developer who loves living at the intersection of
engineering and interface design. I obsess over code and strive for pixel
perfection. I am looking to join an energetic team creating top-of-theline applications in San Francisco.

Expert/Preferred
Objective–C, Cocoa Touch, Core Graphics, Python, HTML5, CSS3,
jQuery, TextMate, a good whiteboard, Photoshop, PHP (if I have to)

Experienced
Core Text, Git, MySQL, Illustrator, C, Flask, Gunicorn, Linux servers

Experience

Software Developer
Ultralingua Inc.

Minneapolis, MN
July 2010–Present

Design & Development
Redesigned and rewrote our two main iOS products, accounting for
customer feedback and fixing existing usability problems benc.ch/ulios
Developed and deployed multiple internal web services, introducing an
updated toolset along the way
Collaborated on the design of our shared C++ library which handles the
benc.ch/ulapi
linguistic needs of our applications

Company Direction & Process
Helped shape the company from a sometimes scattered direction to be
more focused and intentional
Automated our build process to improve transparency and feedback
during development cycles
Helped transition from Subversion to DVCS and introducted new
techniques for managing shared code

Experience

cont’d

Assistant Web Developer
Carleton College Web Services Group

Northfield, MN
September 2006–June 2010

Updated and extended Carleton’s custom, open-source content
management system
Replaceded Carleton’s single-image online campus map with a richlycarleton.edu/map
interactive mapping framework and site

Prefect (peer educational assistant)
Carleton College Computer Science Department

Northfield, MN
September 2009–November 2009

Conducted student session that led to student-reported improvements
Met one-on-one with students to improve understanding of material
Received excellent reviews from students such as “he helped me
approach my problems from a different direction,” “he taught new ways
to go about writing a familiar piece of code,” and “he was really good at
breaking down large questions into manageable sections”

Education

Carleton College

Northfield, MN

BA. in Computer Science

June 2010

Completed, with distinction, Senior Comprehensive Exercise consisting
of a full-fledged augmented reality framework and iPhone application.
Computer Science coursework: Data Mining, Software Design,
Programming Languages, Computer Networks, Computer Graphics
Other relevant coursework: Observational Drawing, Printmaking,
Sculpture (Intro & Advanced), Woodworking, Calculus III, Linear
Algebra, Video Production

Recognition

Awarded second place during Twin Cities Startup Weekend. Our group
of 7 previous strangers chose a project, did necessary market research
and implemented a prototype of our idea: a service to help people find
gluten-free food in nearby restaurants. I was solely responsible for the
benc.ch/swtc
design and implementation of the iPhone application
Selected for Distinction in my Senior Comprehensive Exercise

gnar.us

Nominated for Outstanding Student Acievement in Contemporary
Sculpture Award sponored by the International Sculpture Center for my
sculpture “Addiction”, a kinetic piece that slowly destroyed itself every
benc.ch/addiction
time I unlocked my iPhone

